Reference is made to your memorandum of August 13.

Both Norway and Cornelius were together on the Harvey Valley range recently and discussed methods of procedure. Due to fires no opportunity was afforded them to contact forest personnel.

The following is their combined recommendation: (1) 420 acres should be gone over with the disc (blades vertical - no soil turning) and reseeded behind the discing (2) 170 acres to be discoed in conventional manner and reseeded.

Prior to or at time of starting work, either or both persons, will be pleased to assist the forest, on the ground, relative to laying out areas, methods, procedures, etc. It is suggested this offer be not overlooked.

While the $3000 range improvement fund is less than estimated it is hoped that it may be "stretched" to the fullest extent. After work is under way please advise whether it is sufficient to complete the job. The Lassen has been allocated 75 per cent of the 1962 funds.

The following store of seed is at Redding: smooth brome 4,000#/t, mountain brome 900#/t, crested wheat 10,200#/t, orchard grass 5,000#/t. If you desire some of this stock please notify R.E. of amounts at your earliest convenience.

The Regional Forester has been very much concerned relative to interruptions, delays, and not too good planning in our over all regional revegetative work inclusive of spraying. It is his thought that the job be well planned and the work done within the short time limit for doing such. If it is not possible to do this work within this years time limit please advise so that the money may be re-allocated.

cc = CF/RES
A letter from Assistant Regional Forester Joy, of August 24, states that Mr. Hormay and Mr. Cornelius will be pleased to assist the Forest in laying out on-the-ground various methods, procedures, etc., relative to the re-seeding and fencing job planned for the sprayed area at Harvey Valley this year.

We are very anxious to start this job and would like to have a meeting as soon as possible. Supervisor Parker suggests the first of the week of September 10, if not before, if this is possible.